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The Three Year Swim Club: The Untold Story Of The
Sugar Ditch Kids And Their Quest For Olympic Glory
In California, a team of talented young men begin pursuing the most elusive
dream in sports, the Olympic Games. The pressure steadily increases as two
best friends (a mentor and his protégé) reach the top of the world rankings and
unexpectedly find themselves direct competitors. Their teammates include an
emerging star methodically plotting to retrace his father's path to Olympic glory,
as well as a super-extraordinary athlete desperate to walk away from it all. Led
by one of the most passionate coaches in sports, a brilliant and explosive
strategist on a personal quest for redemption, this team of dark horses and
Olympic favorites works through escalating rivalries, joyous triumphs, and
heartbreaking setbacks. Author P. H. Mullen chronicles their journey to the 2000
Olympic Games and presents one of the most powerful and moving sports books
ever written. Boldly sweeping in literary power and pace, this startling book will
permanently change how you view the Olympic athlete. It is a fascinating world of
suspense and emotion where human desire for excellence rules over all, and
where there are no second chances for glory. But above all, Gold in the Water is
a triumph of the human spirit.
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Jeff Farrell was the fastest swimmer in the world in 1960. Six days before the
Olympic trials, he underwent an emergency appendectomy. The surgeon said he
could not swim again for six weeks. What happened is part of Olympic legend, an
unforgettable story of sportsmanship and courage.
The feel-good underdog story of the first American swimmer to win Olympic gold,
set against the turbulent rebirth of the modern Games, that “bring[s] to life an
inspiring figure and illuminate[s] an overlooked chapter in America’s sports
history” (The Wall Street Journal) “Once or twice in a decade, one of these
stories . . . like Laura Hildebrand’s Unbroken [or] Daniel Brown’s The Boys in
the Boat . . . captures the imagination of the public. . . . Add The Watermen by
Michael Loynd to this illustrious list.”—Swimming World Winner of the
International Swimming Hall of Fame’s Paragon Award and the Buck Dawson
Authors Award In the early twentieth century, few Americans knew how to swim,
and swimming as a competitive sport was almost unheard of. That is, until
Charles Daniels took to the water. On the surface, young Charles had it all: highsociety parents, a place at an exclusive New York City prep school, summer
vacations in the Adirondacks. But the scrawny teenager suffered from extreme
anxiety thanks to a sadistic father who mired the family in bankruptcy and
scandal before abandoning Charles and his mother altogether. Charles’s only
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source of joy was swimming. But with no one to teach him, he struggled with
technique—until he caught the eye of two immigrant coaches hell-bent on building
a U.S. swim program that could rival the British Empire’s seventy-year
domination of the sport. Interwoven with the story of Charles’s efforts to
overcome his family’s disgrace is the compelling history of the struggle to
establish the modern Olympics in an era when competitive sports were still in
their infancy. When the powerful British Empire finally legitimized the Games by
hosting the fourth Olympiad in 1908, Charles’s hard-fought rise climaxed in a
gold-medal race where British judges prepared a trap to ensure the American
upstart’s defeat. Set in the early days of a rapidly changing twentieth century,
The Watermen—a term used at the time to describe men skilled in water
sports—tells an engrossing story of grit, of the growth of a major new sport in
which Americans would prevail, and of a young man’s determination to excel.
“Thrilling, cinematic . . . I loved every minute I spent with the bold, daring women
of the Cardinals basketball team . . . The stuff of American legend” (Karen
Abbott, New York Times–bestselling author). The Boys in the Boat meets A
League of Their Own in this true story of a Depression-era championship
women’s team. During the drought and financial crisis of the 1930s, Oklahoma
basketball coach Sam Babb traveled from farm to farm recruiting talented,
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hardworking young women and offering them a chance at a better life: a free
college education in exchange for playing on his basketball team, the Cardinals.
And as Babb coached the Cardinals, something extraordinary happened. These
remarkable athletes found a passion for the game and a heartfelt loyalty to one
another and their coach—and they began to win. Combining exhilarating sports
writing and exceptional storytelling, Dust Bowl Girls takes readers on the
Cardinals’ intense, improbable journey all the way to an epic showdown with the
prevailing national champions, helmed by the legendary Babe Didrikson. Lydia
Reeder captures a moment in history when female athletes faced intense
scrutiny from influential figures in politics, education, and medicine who
denounced women’s sports as unhealthy and unladylike. At a time when a
struggling nation was hungry for inspiration, this unlikely group of trailblazers
achieved much more than a championship season. “A compelling, heartwarming
story of a group of college students determined to accomplish the impossible.
This is a book you can’t put down.” —The Denver Post “[A] great sports story
about an underdog whose triumphs inspired a community that badly needed a lift
in the midst of hard economic times. I can’t wait for the movie.” —The Oklahoman
Finding Love, Making Music & Building a Life One City at a Time
Waterman
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Maisy Learns to Swim
Killing a King: The Assassination of Yitzhak Rabin and the Remaking of Israel
The Incredible True Story of a WWII Airman and the Four-Legged Hero Who
Flew At His Side
Noah's Swim-a-thon
The Dog Who Could Fly
The Three-Year Swim ClubThe Untold Story of Maui's Sugar Ditch
Kids and Their Quest for Olympic GloryGrand Central Publishing
The triumphant true story of the native Hawaiian cowboys who
crossed the Pacific to shock America at the 1908 world rodeo
championships Oregon Book Award winner * An NPR Best Book of the
Year * Pacific Northwest Book Award finalist * A Reading the
West Book Awards finalist "Groundbreaking. … A must-read. ... An
essential addition." —True West In August 1908, three unknown
riders arrived in Cheyenne, Wyoming, their hats adorned with
wildflowers, to compete in the world’s greatest rodeo. Steerroping virtuoso Ikua Purdy and his cousins Jack Low and Archie
Ka’au’a had travelled 4,200 miles from Hawaii, of all places, to
test themselves against the toughest riders in the West.
Dismissed by whites, who considered themselves the only true
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cowboys, the native Hawaiians would astonish the country,
returning home champions—and American legends. An unforgettable
human drama set against the rough-knuckled frontier, David
Wolman and Julian Smith’s Aloha Rodeo unspools the fascinating
and little-known true story of the Hawaiian cowboys, or paniolo,
whose 1908 adventure upended the conventional history of the
American West. What few understood when the three paniolo rode
into Cheyenne is that the Hawaiians were no underdogs. They were
the product of a deeply engrained cattle culture that was twice
as old as that of the Great Plains, for Hawaiians had been
chasing cattle over the islands’ rugged volcanic slopes and
through thick tropical forests since the late 1700s. Tracing the
life story of Purdy and his cousins, Wolman and Smith delve into
the dual histories of ranching and cowboys in the islands, and
the meteoric rise and sudden fall of Cheyenne, “Holy City of the
Cow.” At the turn of the twentieth century, larger-than-life
personalities like “Buffalo Bill” Cody and Theodore Roosevelt
capitalized on a national obsession with the Wild West and
helped transform Cheyenne’s annual Frontier Days celebration
into an unparalleled rodeo spectacle, the “Daddy of ‘em All.”
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The hopes of all Hawaii rode on the three riders’ shoulders
during those dusty days in August 1908. The U.S. had forcibly
annexed the islands just a decade earlier. The young Hawaiians
brought the pride of a people struggling to preserve their
cultural identity and anxious about their future under the rule
of overlords an ocean away. In Cheyenne, they didn’t just
astound the locals; they also overturned simplistic thinking
about cattle country, the binary narrative of “cowboys versus
Indians,” and the very concept of the Wild West. Blending sport
and history, while exploring questions of identity, imperialism,
and race, Aloha Rodeo spotlights an overlooked and riveting
chapter in the saga of the American West.
“A blistering plot and crisp writing make The Night Swim an
unputdownable read.” –Sarah Pekkanen, bestselling author of The
Wife Between Us In The Night Swim, a new thriller from Megan
Goldin, author of the “gripping and unforgettable” (Harlan
Coben) The Escape Room, a true crime podcast host covering a
controversial trial finds herself drawn deep into a small town’s
dark past and a brutal crime that took place there years before.
Ever since her true-crime podcast became an overnight sensation
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and set an innocent man free, Rachel Krall has become a
household name—and the last hope for people seeking justice. But
she’s used to being recognized for her voice, not her face.
Which makes it all the more unsettling when she finds a note on
her car windshield, addressed to her, begging for help. The new
season of Rachel's podcast has brought her to a small town being
torn apart by a devastating rape trial. A local golden boy, a
swimmer destined for Olympic greatness, has been accused of
raping the beloved granddaughter of the police chief. Under
pressure to make Season 3 a success, Rachel throws herself into
her investigation—but the mysterious letters keep coming.
Someone is following her, and she won’t stop until Rachel finds
out what happened to her sister twenty-five years ago.
Officially, Jenny Stills tragically drowned, but the letters
insist she was murdered—and when Rachel starts asking questions,
nobody in town wants to answer. The past and present start to
collide as Rachel uncovers startling connections between the two
cases—and a revelation that will change the course of the trial
and the lives of everyone involved. Electrifying and propulsive,
The Night Swim asks: What is the price of a reputation? Can a
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small town ever right the wrongs of its past? And what really
happened to Jenny?
“Take the plunge with Maisy and her friends as they splash and
wade through their first swimming lesson.” — Kirkus Reviews
Today Maisy and her friends are going swimming for the first
time. Eddie is a natural, but Maisy and Tallulah get into the
pool slowly?—?ooh, it’s freezing! But soon they are kicking and
floating and even blowing bubbles with the rest. Whether watershy or raring to go, young readers will relate to Maisy as she
learns to make a splash!
How a Teacher Led an Unlikely Team to Victory
Leo Can Swim
The Birth of American Swimming and One Young Man's Fight to
Capture Olympic Gold
The Swimmer
My Fight for an Unlikely American Dream
Indigenous Wisdom, Scientific Knowledge and the Teachings of
Plants
The Watermen
"A new edition with a final chapter written forty years after the explosion."
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From the best-selling, award-winning author of The Buddha in the Attic and When the
Emperor Was Divine comes a novel about what happens to a group of obsessed
recreational swimmers when a crack appears at the bottom of their local pool--a tour de
force of economy, precision, and emotional power. The swimmers are unknown to one
another except through their private routines (slow lane, medium lane, fast lane) and the
solace each takes in their morning or afternoon laps. But when a crack appears at the
bottom of the pool, they are cast out into an unforgiving world without comfort or relief.
One of these swimmers is Alice, who is slowly losing her memory. For Alice, the pool was a
final stand against the darkness of her encroaching dementia. Without the fellowship of
other swimmers and the routine of her daily laps she is plunged into dislocation and chaos,
swept into memories of her childhood and the Japanese American incarceration camp in
which she spent the war. Alice's estranged daughter, reentering her mother's life too late,
witnesses her stark and devastating decline. Written in spellbinding, incantatory prose,
The Swimmers is a searing, intimate story of mothers and daughters, and the sorrows of
implacable loss: the most commanding and unforgettable work yet from a modern master.
Winner of the 2012 National Book Critics Circle Award, Autobiography Swimming Studies
is a brilliantly original, meditative memoir that explores the worlds of competitive and
recreational swimming. From her training for the Olympic trials as a teenager to enjoying
pools and beaches around the world as an adult, Leanne Shapton offers a fascinating
glimpse into the private, often solitary, realm of swimming. Her spare and elegant writing
reveals an intimate narrative of suburban adolescence, spent underwater in a discipline
that continues to inspire Shapton’s work as an artist and author. Her illustrations
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throughout the book offer an intuitive perspective on the landscapes and imagery of the
sport. Shapton’s emphasis is on the smaller moments of athletic pursuit rather than its
triumphs. For the accomplished athlete, aspiring amateur, or habitual practicer, this
remarkable work of written and visual sketches propels the reader through a beautifully
personal and universally appealing exercise in reflection.
Splishy, splashy babies Leo, Lola’s little brother from Leo Loves Baby Time, is back in a
new adventure at the pool. Leo and Daddy go to swim class where they kick, bounce, and
dive like little fish. Joining other babies and their caretakers in the pool is a guarantee for
unforgettable fun.
The Revolutionary Way To Swim Better, Faster, and Easier
Swimming Studies
Gold in the Water
Rome 1960
The Untold Story of Maui's Sugar Ditch Kids and Their Quest for Olympic Glory
Swim the Fly
The Theater of War

Choose a stroke and get paddling through the human history of swimming! From man's
first recorded dip into what's now the driest spot on earth to the splashing, sparkling pool
party in your backyard, humans have been getting wet for 10,000 years. And for most of
modern history, swimming has caused a ripple that touches us all--the heroes and the
ordinary folk; the real and the mythic. Splash! dives into Egypt, winds through ancient
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Greece and Rome, flows mostly underground through the Dark and Middle Ages (at least
in Europe), and then reemerges in the wake of the Renaissance before taking its final lap
at today's Olympic games. Along the way, it kicks away the idea that swimming is just
about moving through water, about speed or great feats of aquatic endurance, and shows
you how much more it can be. Its history offers a multi-tiered tour through religion,
fashion, architecture, sanitation and public health, colonialism, segregation and
integration, sexism, sexiness, guts, glory, and much, much more. Unique and compelling,
Splash! sweeps across the whole of humankind's swimming history--and just like
jumping into a pool on a hot summer's day, it has fun along the way.
An Olympic medalist recounts the events of her career, describing her successes at the
U.S. Nationals at the age of fifteen, the shoulder injury that hampered her swimming
style, and her training under University of California coach Teri McKeever.
The #1 New York Times–bestselling story about the American Olympic rowing triumph
in Nazi Germany—from the author of Facing the Mountain. For readers of Unbroken, out
of the depths of the Depression comes an irresistible story about beating the odds and
finding hope in the most desperate of times—the improbable, intimate account of how nine
working-class boys from the American West showed the world at the 1936 Olympics in
Berlin what true grit really meant. It was an unlikely quest from the start. With a team
composed of the sons of loggers, shipyard workers, and farmers, the University of
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Washington’s eight-oar crew team was never expected to defeat the elite teams of the
East Coast and Great Britain, yet they did, going on to shock the world by defeating the
German team rowing for Adolf Hitler. The emotional heart of the tale lies with Joe Rantz,
a teenager without family or prospects, who rows not only to regain his shattered selfregard but also to find a real place for himself in the world. Drawing on the boys’ own
journals and vivid memories of a once-in-a-lifetime shared dream, Brown has created an
unforgettable portrait of an era, a celebration of a remarkable achievement, and a
chronicle of one extraordinary young man’s personal quest.
Explores the nature and appeal of swimming, from the history of the strokes to aspects of
modern Olympic competition, as well as the author's personal experiences and milestones
in the sport.
Swim
Swimming with Faith
The Inspiring Story of the Team that Barnstormed Its Way to Basketball Glory
Proud
The True Story of Ordinary Men and Their Extraordinary Dream of Olympic Glory
10,000 Years of Swimming
Aloha Rodeo
The four-time Olympic Gold medalist and her parents trace the inspirational story
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of how she became both a legendary athlete and a happy and confident woman,
achievements that were accomplished by doing things their own way and making
the right choices for their family.--Publisher's description.
Now in paperback: the New York Times bestselling inspirational story of
impoverished children who transformed themselves into world-class swimmers.
In 1937, a schoolteacher on the island of Maui challenged a group of povertystricken sugar plantation kids to swim upstream against the current of their
circumstance. The goal? To become Olympians. They faced seemingly
insurmountable obstacles. The children were Japanese-American, were
malnourished and barefoot and had no pool; they trained in the filthy irrigation
ditches that snaked down from the mountains into the sugarcane fields. Their
future was in those same fields, working alongside their parents in virtual slavery,
known not by their names but by numbered tags that hung around their necks.
Their teacher, Soichi Sakamoto, was an ordinary man whose swimming ability
didn't extend much beyond treading water. In spite of everything, including the
virulent anti-Japanese sentiment of the late 1930s, in their first year the children
outraced Olympic athletes twice their size; in their second year, they were
national and international champs, shattering American and world records and
making headlines from L.A. to Nazi Germany. In their third year, they'd be
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declared the greatest swimmers in the world, but they'd also face their greatest
obstacle: the dawning of a world war and the cancellation of the Games. Still, on
the battlefield, they'd become the 20th century's most celebrated heroes, and in
1948, they'd have one last chance for Olympic glory. They were the Three-Year
Swim Club. This is their story.
This is the personal and deeply passionate story of a life devoted to reclaiming
the timeless power of an ancient artistic tradition to comfort the afflicted. For
years, theater director Bryan Doerries has led an innovative public health project
that produces ancient tragedies for current and returned soldiers, addicts,
tornado and hurricane survivors, and a wide range of other at-risk people in
society. The originality and generosity of Doerries's work is startling, and The
Theater of War--wholly unsentimental, but intensely felt and emotionally
engaging--is a humane, knowledgeable, and accessible book that will both
inspire and enlighten. Tracing a path that links the personal to the artistic to the
social and back again, Doerries shows us how suffering and healing are part of a
timeless process in which dialogue and empathy are inextricably linked.
Missy Franklin is one of the most talented swimmers in the world. She is a fourtime Olympic gold medalist and currently holds the world record in the 200-meter
backstroke and American records in both the 100-meter and 200-meter
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backstroke. She was Swimming World’s World Swimmer of the Year and was
awarded the American Swimmer of the Year award in 2012. Swimming with
Faith: The Missy Franklin Story details her rise in fame as a swimmer and
humbleness in the sport and in her personal life.
Why We Love the Water
The Boys in the Boat
Sakamoto's Swim Club
Hiroshima
My Olympic Story
Relentless Spirit
How Natalie Coughlin Fought Back, Challenged Conventional Wisdom, and
Became America's Olympic Champion

Waterman is the first comprehensive biography of Duke Kahanamoku
(1890–1968): swimmer, surfer, Olympic gold medalist, Hawaiian icon,
waterman. Long before Michael Phelps and Mark Spitz made their splashes
in the pool, Kahanamoku emerged from the backwaters of Waikiki to
become America’s first superstar Olympic swimmer. The original “human
fish” set dozens of world records and topped the world rankings for more
than a decade; his rivalry with Johnny Weissmuller transformed competitive
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swimming from an insignificant sideshow into a headliner event.
Kahanamoku used his Olympic renown to introduce the sport of “surfriding,” an activity unknown beyond the Hawaiian Islands, to the world.
Standing proudly on his traditional wooden longboard, he spread surfing
from Australia to the Hollywood crowd in California to New Jersey. No
American athlete has influenced two sports as profoundly as Kahanamoku
did, and yet he remains an enigmatic and underappreciated figure: a darkskinned Pacific Islander who encountered and overcame racism and
ignorance long before the likes of Joe Louis, Jesse Owens, and Jackie
Robinson. Kahanamoku’s connection to his homeland was equally important.
He was born when Hawaii was an independent kingdom; he served as the
sheriff of Honolulu during Pearl Harbor and World War II and as a
globetrotting “Ambassador of Aloha” afterward; he died not long after
Hawaii attained statehood. As one sportswriter put it, Duke was “Babe Ruth
and Jack Dempsey combined down here.” In Waterman, award-winning
journalist David Davis examines the remarkable life of Duke Kahanamoku, in
and out of the water.
The New York Times bestselling inspirational story of impoverished children
who transformed themselves into world-class swimmers. In 1937, a
schoolteacher on the island of Maui challenged a group of poverty-stricken
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sugar plantation kids to swim upstream against the current of their
circumstance. The goal? To become Olympians. They faced seemingly
insurmountable obstacles. The children were Japanese-American and were
malnourished and barefoot. They had no pool; they trained in the filthy
irrigation ditches that snaked down from the mountains into the sugarcane
fields. Their future was in those same fields, working alongside their parents
in virtual slavery, known not by their names but by numbered tags that hung
around their necks. Their teacher, Soichi Sakamoto, was an ordinary man
whose swimming ability didn't extend much beyond treading water. In spite
of everything, including the virulent anti-Japanese sentiment of the late
1930s, in their first year the children outraced Olympic athletes twice their
size; in their second year, they were national and international champs,
shattering American and world records and making headlines from L.A. to
Nazi Germany. In their third year, they'd be declared the greatest swimmers
in the world. But they'd also face their greatest obstacle: the dawning of a
world war and the cancellation of the Games. Still, on the battlefield, they'd
become the 20th century's most celebrated heroes, and in 1948, they'd
have one last chance for Olympic glory. They were the Three-Year Swim
Club. This is their story.
Winner of the Los Angeles Times Book Prize in History and one of the New
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York Times’s 100 Notable Books of the Year. The assassination of Israeli
Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin remains the single most consequential event in
Israel’s recent history, and one that fundamentally altered the trajectory for
both Israel and the Palestinians. In Killing a King, Dan Ephron relates the
parallel stories of Rabin and his stalker, Yigal Amir, over the two years
leading up to the assassination, as one of them planned political deals he
hoped would lead to peace, and the other plotted murder. "Carefully
reported, clearly presented, concise and gripping," It stands as "a reminder
that what happened on a Tel Aviv sidewalk 20 years ago is as important to
understanding Israel as any of its wars" (Matti Friedman, The Washington
Post).
Swim better—and enjoy every lap—with Total Immersion, a guide to
improving your swimming from an expert with more than thirty years of
experience in the water. Terry Laughlin, the world’s #1 authority on
swimming success, has made his unique approach even easier for anyone to
master. Whether you’re an accomplished swimmer or have always found
swimming to be a struggle, Total Immersion will show you that it’s mindful
fluid movement—not athletic ability—that will turn you into an efficient
swimmer. This new edition of the bestselling Total Immersion features: · A
thoughtfully choreographed series of skill drills—practiced in the mindful
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spirit of yoga—that can help anyone swim more enjoyably · A holistic
approach to becoming one with the water and to developing a swimming
style that’s always comfortable · Simple but thorough guidance on how to
improve fitness and form · A complementary land-and-water program for
achieving a strong and supple body at any age Based on more than thirty
years of teaching, coaching, and research, Total Immersion has dramatically
improved the physical and mental experience of swimming for thousands of
people of all ages and abilities.
Nine Americans and Their Epic Quest for Gold at the 1936 Berlin Olympics
The Missy Franklin Story
The Night Swim
Braiding Sweetgrass
The Life and Times of Duke Kahanamoku
Golden Girl
Splash!
The hugely popular singer/songwriter duo Johnnyswim share their
story like never before, showing readers how to find home
wherever they are in this visually stunning debut. Foreword by
Chip and Joanna Gaines Work and life partners Amanda Sudano
Ramirez and Abner Ramirez are known for translating the memories
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and milestones of their journey, as well as the honest realities
of marriage, into their spirited and soulful songs. With this
beautifully designed, visually stunning book, the duo shares
never-before-told stories, beautiful photos, recipes, poetry,
and more from their life in a deeply engaging experience as they
travel on tour around the country with their three young kids,
capturing the family’s raw, intimate, and behind-the-scenes life
on the road and embracing home no matter where they are.
Three adolescent boys with a single goal: see a real live naked
girl. The result? Razor-sharp, rapid-fire, and raunchy, of
course. And beyond hilarious. Fifteen-year-old Matt Gratton and
his two best friends, Coop and Sean, always set themselves a
summertime goal. This year's? To see a real-live naked girl for
the first time -- quite a challenge, given that none of the guys
has the nerve to even ask a girl out on a date. But catching a
girl in the buff starts to look easy compared to Matt's other
summertime aspiration: to swim the 100-yard butterfly (the
hardest stroke known to God or man) as a way to impress Kelly
West, the sizzling new star of the swim team. In the spirit of
Hollywood’s blockbuster comedies, screenwriter-turned-YAPage 21/31
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novelist Don Calame unleashes a true ode to the adolescent male:
characters who are side-splittingly funny, sometimes crude, yet
always full of heart.
"A history of the first military working dog in the Royal Air
Force"-The New York Times bestselling inspirational story of
impoverished children who transformed themselves into worldclass swimmers. In 1937, a schoolteacher on the island of Maui
challenged a group of poverty-stricken sugar plantation kids to
swim upstream against the current of their circumstance. The
goal? To become Olympians. They faced seemingly insurmountable
obstacles. The children were Japanese-American and were
malnourished and barefoot. They had no pool; they trained in the
filthy irrigation ditches that snaked down from the mountains
into the sugarcane fields. Their future was in those same
fields, working alongside their parents in virtual slavery,
known not by their names but by numbered tags that hung around
their necks. Their teacher, Soichi Sakamoto, was an ordinary man
whose swimming ability didn't extend much beyond treading water.
In spite of everything, including the virulent anti-Japanese
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sentiment of the late 1930s, in their first year the children
outraced Olympic athletes twice their size; in their second
year, they were national and international champs, shattering
American and world records and making headlines from L.A. to
Nazi Germany. In their third year, they'd be declared the
greatest swimmers in the world. But they'd also face their
greatest obstacle: the dawning of a world war and the
cancellation of the Games. Still, on the battlefield, they'd
become the 20th century's most celebrated heroes, and in 1948,
they'd have one last chance for Olympic glory. They were the
Three-Year Swim Club. This is their story. *Includes Reading
Group Guide*
A Novel
Beneath the Surface
Dust Bowl Girls
The Three-Year Swim Club
The Unconventional Raising of a Champion
The Sweet Life: Puunene, Maui ... Where Sugar Was Life
The Three-Year Swim Club FREE PREVIEW--The Preamble and First
Chapter
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As a botanist, Robin Wall Kimmerer has been trained to ask questions
of nature with the tools of science. As a member of the Citizen
Potawatomi Nation, she embraces the notion that plants and animals are
our oldest teachers. In Braiding Sweetgrass, Kimmerer brings these two
lenses of knowledge together to take us on “a journey that is every
bit as mythic as it is scientific, as sacred as it is historical, as
clever as it is wise” (Elizabeth Gilbert). Drawing on her life as an
indigenous scientist, and as a woman, Kimmerer shows how other living
beings—asters and goldenrod, strawberries and squash, salamanders,
algae, and sweetgrass—offer us gifts and lessons, even if we've
forgotten how to hear their voices. In reflections that range from the
creation of Turtle Island to the forces that threaten its flourishing
today, she circles toward a central argument: that the awakening of
ecological consciousness requires the acknowledgment and celebration
of our reciprocal relationship with the rest of the living world. For
only when we can hear the languages of other beings will we be capable
of understanding the generosity of the earth, and learn to give our
own gifts in return.
For readers of Unbroken and The Boys in the Boat comes the
inspirational, untold story of impoverished children who transformed
themselves into world-class swimmers. In 1937, a schoolteacher on the
island of Maui challenged a group of poverty-stricken sugar plantation
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kids to swim upstream against the current of their circumstance. The
goal? To become Olympians. They faced seemingly insurmountable
obstacles. The children were Japanese-American, were malnourished and
barefoot and had no pool; they trained in the filthy irrigation
ditches that snaked down from the mountains into the sugarcane fields.
Their future was in those same fields, working alongside their parents
in virtual slavery, known not by their names but by numbered tags that
hung around their necks. Their teacher, Soichi Sakamoto, was an
ordinary man whose swimming ability didn't extend much beyond treading
water. In spite of everything, including the virulent anti-Japanese
sentiment of the late 1930s, in their first year the children outraced
Olympic athletes twice their size; in their second year, they were
national and international champs, shattering American and world
records and making headlines from L.A. to Nazi Germany. In their third
year, they'd be declared the greatest swimmers in the world, but
they'd also face their greatest obstacle: the dawning of a world war
and the cancellation of the Games. Still, on the battlefield, they'd
become the 20th century's most celebrated heroes, and in 1948, they'd
have one last chance for Olympic glory. They were the Three-Year Swim
Club. This is their story.
Prepare to peek into the mind of a champion, known as the most
decorated Olympian of all time with 28 medals, including 23 gold, with
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this newly updated edition of Michael Phelps’s autobiography, Beneath
the Surface. In this candid memoir, Phelps talks openly about his
battle with attention deficit disorder, the trauma of his parents’
divorce, and the challenges that come with being thrust into the
limelight. Readers worldwide will relive all the heart-stopping glory
as Phelps completes his journey from the youngest man to ever set a
world swimming record in 2001, to an Olympic powerhouse in 2008, to
surpassing the greatest athlete of ancient Greece, Leonidas of Rhodes,
with 13 triumphs in 2016. Athletes and fans alike will be fascinated
by insights into Phelps’s training, mental preparation, and behind-thescenes perspective on international athletic competitions. A chronicle
of Phelps’s evolution from awkward teenager to record-breaking
powerhouse, Beneath the Surface is a must-read for any sports fan.
Young Rachel Kalama, growing up in idyllic Honolulu in the 1890s, is
part of a big, loving Hawaiian family, and dreams of seeing the faroff lands that her father, a merchant seaman, often visits. But at the
age of seven, Rachel and her dreams are shattered by the discovery
that she has leprosy. Forcibly removed from her family, she is sent to
Kalaupapa, the isolated leper colony on the island of Moloka'i. In her
exile she finds a family of friends to replace the family she's lost:
a native healer, Haleola, who becomes her adopted "auntie" and makes
Rachel aware of the rich culture and mythology of her people; Sister
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Mary Catherine Voorhies, one of the Franciscan sisters who care for
young girls at Kalaupapa; and the beautiful, worldly Leilani, who
harbors a surprising secret. At Kalaupapa she also meets the man she
will one day marry. True to historical accounts, Moloka'i is the story
of an extraordinary human drama, the full scope and pathos of which
has never been told before in fiction. But Rachel's life, though
shadowed by disease, isolation, and tragedy, is also one of joy,
courage, and dignity. This is a story about life, not death; hope, not
despair. It is not about the failings of flesh, but the strength of
the human spirit.
Three Hawaiian Cowboys, the World's Greatest Rodeo, and a Hidden
History of the American West
Lottery
Moloka'i
SWEET DELILAH'S SWIM CLUB.
Home Sweet Road
What Ancient Tragedies Can Teach Us Today

THE FIRST FEMALE MUSLIM AMERICAN TO MEDAL AT THE
OLYMPIC GAMES NAMED ONE OF TIME'S 100 MOST INFLUENTIAL
PEOPLE Growing up in New Jersey as the only African American Muslim
at school, Ibtihaj Muhammad always had to find her own way. When she
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discovered fencing, a sport traditionally reserved for the wealthy, she
had to defy expectations and make a place for herself in a sport she grew
to love. From winning state championships to three-time All-America
selections at Duke University, Ibtihaj was poised for success, but the
fencing community wasn't ready to welcome her with open arms just yet.
As the only woman of color and the only religious minority on Team
USA's saber fencing squad, Ibtihaj had to chart her own path to success
and Olympic glory. Proud is a moving coming-of-age story from one of
the nation's most influential athletes and illustrates how she rose above it
all.
Sometimes, attending a hometown reunion isn't just about reacquainting
oneself with people, experiences and emotions. As Carlota Bettencourt
discovers, sometimes these are like the shells that wash up on shore...to
tell the story of their existence in the ocean's beautiful, but changing
tides. The three-day Pu'un?n? Plantation event reveals the path that took
Carlota from a plantation town to the pinnacle of her profession. With
fame and fortune in her grasp, Carlota discovers something that tops all
of that...and even more.
Lyrically told true story of the teacher who coached Hawaiian swimmers
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to Olympic glory. When the children of workers on a 1930s Maui sugar
plantation were chased away from playing in the nearby irrigation
ditches, local science teacher Soichi Sakamoto had an idea. He would
take responsibility for the children and train them to swim. Using his
science background, Sakamoto developed a strict practice regime for the
kids, honing their skills and building their strength and endurance. They
formed a team and began to dominate events, first nationally and then
internationally — until they made it all the way to Olympic gold! Told in
simple rhyme, Sakamoto’s story will inspire athletes, coaches — and
everyone who believes impossible dreams can come true.
For readers of Unbroken and The Boys in the Boat comes the
inspirational, untold story of impoverished children who transformed
themselves into world-class swimmers. In 1937, a schoolteacher on the
island of Maui challenged a group of poverty-stricken sugar plantation
kids to swim upstream against the current of their circumstance. The
goal? To become Olympians. They faced seemingly insurmountable
obstacles. The children were Japanese-American, were malnourished
and barefoot and had no pool; they trained in the filthy irrigation ditches
that snaked down from the mountains into the sugarcane fields. Their
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future was in those same fields, working alongside their parents in virtual
slavery, known not by their names but by numbered tags that hung
around their necks. Their teacher, Soichi Sakamoto, was an ordinary man
whose swimming ability didn't extend much beyond treading water. In
spite of everything, including the virulent anti-Japanese sentiment of the
late 1930s, in their first year the children outraced Olympic athletes
twice their size; in their second year, they were national and
international champs, shattering American and world records and making
headlines from L.A. to Nazi Germany. In their third year, they'd be
declared the greatest swimmers in the world, but they'd also face their
greatest obstacle: the dawning of a world war and the cancellation of the
Games. Still, on the battlefield, they'd become the 20th century's most
celebrated heroes, and in 1948, they'd have one last chance for Olympic
glory.
The Swimmers
The Three-year Swim Club
The Dixie Swim Club
Total Immersion
My Story
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Money isn’t the same as treasure, and IQ isn’t the same as smarts—An
uplifting and joyous new novel hailed by Jacqueline Mitchard as “solid
gold.” Perry L. Crandall knows what it’s like to be an outsider. With an
IQ of 76, he’s an easy mark. Before his grandmother died, she armed
Perry well with what he’d need to know: the importance of words and
writing things down, and how to play the lottery. Most important, she
taught him whom to trust-a crucial lesson for Perry when he wins the
multimillion-dollar jackpot. As his family descends, moving in on his
fortune, his fate, and his few true friends, he has a lesson for them:
never, ever underestimate Perry Crandall.
Noah prefers kickball to swimming at Jewish camp until the camp
director holds a swim-a-thon to raise money for the "Help Kids Get to
Camp" tzedakah fund.
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